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Within a matter of minutes he had two things: a coda that was consistent with the one I'd heard, as well as a file for each track. One was the original file, the other the one he'd sped up.
That's how he'd been gathering samples of music, and he was trying to make the original track as well as the sped-up version available for download. He kept going, gathering more and
more samples, until it seemed like he'd collected an entire CD full of tracks — he'd gathered what he'd hoped to gather, and now he was going to systematically make them available for
download. In the course of working on this project, I stumbled across the original sample of the song I'd been listening to. Sure enough, the song was available for download. It was a little
over a megabyte, but it was the original song. It was the right song. Now, back to this guy. I googled the terms "google cache," "google hacking," and "google hacking" to see if there were
any other mentions of this guy. There wasn't. Looking at this script and the samples he was producing (with, again, assistance from a hacker friend and being able to access the server he
was using), it was easy to deduce what his means of producing samples was. He was using Google Hacking to find songs to sample. That same server was backing up those samples for
later use. He was in a sense using Google Search, by punching in the song title and the phrase "google cache," to see if a CD or tape of the song had been archived on a server somewhere
on the web (a cache). Now, this is all well and good for a man who's interested in an obscure type of music and is dedicated enough to go poking around and retrieve the samples of the
songs he's interested in. But what about people who don't have the time or dedication to do the same? And what if, once that person finds the cache, they're downloading it and uploading
it to Mega? Is he putting out the original material and releasing it for free? No. Is he giving the tracks away? I don't think so. He's making money off of the song. He's deliberately putting it
out in such a way that he's ultimately profiting off of people. Google had no way to curtail this kind of activity. Google was not censoring what he had found, and when 6d1f23a050
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